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Abstract. The present study investigates the capability of different hysteresis models in 
representing the nonlinear behaviour of Recycled Rubber-Fibre Reinforced Bearings (RR-FRBs). 
A recently developed class of uniaxial phenomenological models is considered along with the 
Bouc-Wen Model (BWM). In particular, Bilinear Model (BM) and Exponential Model (EM), 
belonging to the class of above-mentioned phenomenological models, are used. The restoring 
force-displacement loops of RR-FRBs obtained from the different models are compared with the 
experimental studies retrieved from the literature. These first results show that the EM not only 
can accurately predict the behaviour of RR-FRBs, but it also requires a significantly lower 
computational time. Furthermore, to investigate the capability of the models in predicting the 
complete response of base-isolated structures, nonlinear time history analyses are carried out on a 
base-isolated rigid block with RR-FRBs. The response time histories of the rigid block and the 
restoring force-displacement loops obtained by using the EM are found to be in close agreement 
with the results obtained by adopting the BWM. In addition, the EM computational time is only 
0.25 % of BWM. This clearly demonstrates the efficiency of EM in the seismic response analyses 
of base-isolated structures with RR-FRBs.  
Keywords: fibre reinforced bearings, hysteresis, phenomenological model, recycled rubber, time 
history analysis. 

1. Introduction 

Base isolation is one of the most innovative technologies that allows for a better control of the 
seismic response of structures by introducing isolation bearings between the superstructure and 
its foundation [1, 2]. The number of base-isolated buildings is increasing in the recent years due 
to the development of innovative and cost-effective seismic isolation devices [3, 4] and the 
introduction of efficient analysis methods [5].  

Fibre-Reinforced Bearings (FRBs), which are manufactured by bonding rubber layers with 
thin layers of fibre reinforcement, are one such promising low-cost technologies typically 
employed in base isolation systems [6, 7]. FRBs with Recycled Rubber (RR) layers have been 
recently proposed to improve the economic feasibility of FRBs and to promote their 
implementation in economically weaker regions of the world [8, 9]. Indeed, the use of low cost 
recycled elastomeric materials aids in reducing the total cost of RR-FRBs. In addition, as the steel 
shims used in the conventional laminated rubber bearings are replaced with fibre sheets, the 
RR-FRBs are also lighter than the conventional devices. The simple manufacturing process of this 
type of bearings also helps in the mass production of devices with large dimensions. Several 
studies that demonstrates the feasibility of FRBs in base isolation of structures can be found in the 
literature [10-12]. 

The cost-effective RR-FRBs studied in the present paper can be considered a promising 
low-cost seismic isolation technology for ordinary residential and commercial buildings. 
Considering the better performance of RR-FRBs in comparison with conventional rubber  
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bearings, potential application of this technology as a base isolation device to minimize damages 
in buildings of historical importance, art-objects, bridges, buildings with strongly vibrating and 
sensitive equipment [13-17]. 

The behaviour of base-isolated structures is highly influenced by the restoring force 
characteristics of the isolation system, which in turn need to be carefully investigated prior to the 
design of structures. The studies on elastomeric bearings, most commonly used in seismic 
isolation, had demonstrated their stability when subjected to design-basis earthquake excitations. 
However, there exist strong nonlinearities in the behaviour of such devices under greater 
deformation levels [18]. Due to the difficulties associated with the detailed finite element models 
of elastomeric bearings, several studies were carried out to identify a suitable hysteresis model 
capable of reproducing a more realistic behaviour of rubber bearings.  

Nonlinear hysteretic models, such as piecewise linear, modified piecewise linear, and curved 
models, are adopted to represent the bearing restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops 
obtained from experimental standard cyclic tests [19, 20]. Bilinear hysteretic models are employed 
in many studies due to the simple formulation and physical interpretation [21, 22]. However, the 
absence of energy dissipation in smaller hysteresis loops after large deformation results in 
erroneous response of base-isolated structures after main shock [23]. Another well-known and 
widely used hysteresis models is the Bouc-Wen Model (BWM) because of its capability of 
simulating the curved hysteretic behaviour. Unfortunately, the interpretation of the BWM 
parameters is not straightforward due to its peculiar formulation [24]. Some studies have also 
reported the violation of plasticity conditions and drift under unsymmetrical displacement or load 
cycles [25]. 

Several other models have been also developed for the application on elastomeric bearings. 
Toopchi et al., 2008 developed a simplified mathematical approach to describe the 
load-displacement behaviour of unbonded FRBs; in this model the bearing restoring force is 
simulated using a fifth-order polynomial in terms of lateral displacement [26]. Manzoori and 
Toopschi, 2017 proposed an extended BWM for the seismic response prediction of base-isolated 
structures with stable unbonded FRBs. Reasonably accurate peak lateral displacements with errors 
ranging from 1.50 to 16 % were obtained [27]. Despite the accuracy of the reported models, the 
computational time and physical interpretation of model parameters remain as a major difficulty 
in response analyses of base-isolated structures.  

In order to address these specific issues, a recently developed class of uniaxial 
phenomenological models is considered in the present study. Such a family, formulated by Vaiana 
et al., is found to be advantageous when compared to other models due to its reduced 
computational effort. Indeed, this class of models leads to a solution of scalar equations for 
evaluating the bearing restoring force [28-31]. A comparative study of these different type of 
phenomenological models with specific application to the special type of innovative passive 
control device such as RR-FRB is not available in the literature. 

In this context, the present study aims at investigating the applicability of different hysteresis 
models in simulating the behaviour of RR-FRBs. In comparison with conventional FRBs, 
RR-FRBs demonstrated stronger nonlinearity due to porous media of the recycled compound. For 
this reason, modelling of hysteretic behaviour of this type of devices is deemed particularly 
challenging from the computational point of view. In this perspective, uniaxial phenomenological 
models, belonging to the above-described family, are considered along with the most commonly 
used BWM. The model parameters are calibrated using the Particle Swarm Optimization 
algorithm [32]. Followed by the system identification, nonlinear time history analyses of a base-
isolated rigid block are then carried out to demonstrate the accuracy and computational efficiency 
of the different employed models. The novelty of the research lies in the demonstration of the 
performance of different hysteresis models in terms of comparative accuracy of results and 
computational time in representing the behaviour of RR-FRBs. In addition to this comparative 
assessment of the recently developed BM and EM with the Bouc-Wen model, another significant 
contribution of the present study is the identification of the remarkable advantages in using EM in 
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the nonlinear time history analyses of structures.  

2. Experimental behavior of RR-FRBs 

The experimental investigations on the RR-FRB considered in the study were performed by 
Losanno et al. (2019) [8]. The recycled rubber compound used in the manufacturing of RR-FRBs, 
has a shear modulus of 1.1 MPa at 100 % shear deformation. The recycled rubber compounds are 
produced from scrap tires and industrial leftovers by a comparatively less labour-intensive 
manufacturing process. These RR-FRBs, produced by Isolgomma S.R.L, costs only one-tenth of 
the equivalent traditional rubber isolators. The reduced cost of RR-FRBs, in comparison with 
conventional ones, can be mainly attributed to the high cost of natural rubber and the vulcanization 
process involved in the production of the conventional rubber bearings and other laminated steel 
reinforced devices. In addition, RR-FRBs are lighter than conventional rubber bearings and had 
proven to offer remarkable recentering capacity as base isolators. Being cost effective, a 
considerable use of this technology may be expected in many parts of the world, especially in the 
developing nations [9, 33].  

Each bearing was manufactured by bonding 12 layers of recycled rubber and 11 sheets of 
quadriaxial carbon-fibre sheets with a polyurethane adhesive. The manufacturing process includes 
the following simple steps: (i) Impregnation of rubber grains in polyurethane adhesive to form the 
elastomeric layers, and (ii) superimposing the layers of fibre and recycled rubber with the adhesive 
and iii) pressing for a certain period at room temperature [34]. The bearings are 63 mm thick, with 
a plan dimensions of 70 mm × 70 mm. A schematic diagram and a picture of RR-FRB sample 
used in the experiments is shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The equivalent lateral stiffness of the 
bearing is 80 kN/m at a design displacement of 30 mm (50 % target shear strain). The design 
vertical pressure of the bearings is 3.85 MPa.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 1. a) Schematic diagram of RR-FRB, b) sample of tested RR-FRB;  
c) direction of applied lateral displacement [8] 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 2. a) Applied displacement time history; b) experimental hysteresis loops  
of the tested RR-FRB obtained in 45° loading direction [8] 
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Dynamic shear tests were carried out by Losanno et al. (2019) [8] on the unbonded RR-FRB 
by imposing a horizontal displacement of increasing amplitude from 10 mm to 45 mm, with a 
frequency of 0.87 Hz. The stable response of the bearing, obtained by applying the displacement 
along its diagonal, is shown in Fig. 1(b). The applied displacement time history and the restoring 
force-lateral displacement loops displayed by the tested RR-FRB are shown in Fig. 2(a, b), 
respectively. It can be noted that the peak transverse displacement of the bearing is 40.4 mm, 
which is approximately equal to 𝐵 √3⁄ , where 𝐵 is the base width of the bearing. Full details on 
the experimental study is available in Losanno et al. (2019) [8], where the reader is referred to.  

3. Hysteresis models 

The dynamic properties of the rubber bearings highly influence the response of base-isolated 
structures. Therefore, the identification of a suitable hysteresis model, to represent the nonlinear 
behaviour of such bearings, is necessary. Several hysteresis models are available in the literature, 
from simple bilinear models to more complex models developed for specific applications [35, 36].  

The most commonly used BWM and a novel class of uniaxial phenomenological models are 
considered in the present study to simulate the behaviour of the tested RR-FRB illustrated in 
Section 2. In particular, the BWM and two specific cases of the uniaxial phenomenological model 
family, namely the Bilinear Model (BM) and the Exponential Model (EM), are briefly presented 
in the following subsections. 

3.1. Bouc-Wen model 

The BWM is based on the Duhem hysteresis operator and it is governed by a first-order 
nonlinear ordinary differential equation characterized by six parameters that govern the size and 
shape of the hysteresis loops. The model offers the possibility of simulating a smooth transition 
between elastic and post-elastic states [37, 38].  

According to such a differential model, the generalized force of a mechanical system is given 
by:  𝑓 𝑢 = 𝑎𝑘𝑢 + 1 − 𝑎 𝑘𝑑𝑧, (1)

where 𝑎 is a dimensionless parameter, 𝑘 and 𝑑 are parameters with dimensions of stiffness and 
displacement, respectively, 𝑢  is the generalized displacement, whereas 𝑧  is a dimensionless 
variable which can be obtained from: 𝑧 = 𝑑 𝐴𝑢 − 𝑏|𝑢|𝑧|𝑧| − 𝑐𝑢|𝑧| , (2)

where 𝐴, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑛 are dimensionless parameters which control the shape of the hysteresis loops.  
It is evident that the BWM needs seven parameters (𝑘, 𝑎, 𝑑, 𝐴, 𝑏, 𝑐, and 𝑛) to be calibrated 

according to the experimental hysteresis loops. 

3.2. Bilinear and exponential models 

The proposed uniaxial phenomenological models belong to a family of models recently 
developed by Vaiana et al. (2018) to simulate the hysteretic behaviour of mechanical systems and 
materials [29]. The major advantage of this formulation is the requirement of a reduced number 
of parameters, having mechanical significance, and the need of a small computational effort 
compared to other widely used hysteretic models available in the literature. 

The generalized tangent stiffness 𝑘  characterizing a generic model of such a family can be 
obtained by the sum of 𝑘   and 𝑘  which represent, respectively, the generalized tangent stiffness 
of an elastic spring and the generalized tangent stiffness of a hysteretic spring that is put in parallel 
to the previous one. 
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Specifically, the general form of the generalized tangent stiffness is given by: 𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 , (3)

where 𝑢 is the generalized displacement, and 𝑢  is the history variable, which is represented as 𝑢  
and 𝑢  for the generic loading and unloading cases, respectively.  

The two instances of the class of models considered in the present study, namely the BM and 
the EM are developed, based on the general formulation, by selecting suitable tangent stiffness 
functions. The BM is the simplest model and it can simulate only hysteresis loops limited by two 
parallel straight lines. On the contrary, the EM can effectively reproduce the hysteretic behaviour 
of complex systems with hysteresis loops limited by two parallel straight lines or curves.  

3.2.1. Bilinear model 

The generalized tangent stiffness functions of the BM are as follows: 𝑘 𝑢 = 0,      −∞,∞ , (4)𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 , 𝑢 − 2𝑢 ,𝑢 ,𝑘 , ]𝑢 ,∞ ,  (5)

𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 , 𝑢 ,𝑢 + 2𝑢 ,𝑘 , −∞,𝑢 [.  (6)

The three parameters that require to be calibrated are 𝑘 , 𝑘 , and 𝑢 , with the following 
assumptions: 𝑘  > 𝑘 , 𝑘  > 0, and 𝑢  > 0.  

The expressions for the upper 𝑐  and lower 𝑐  limiting curves are given by: 𝑐 𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑓̅, (7)𝑐 𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑓̅. (8)

The generic loading 𝑐  and unloading 𝑐  curves are represented by: 𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑢 + 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑓̅, (9)𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑢 + 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑓̅, (10)

where 𝑓̅ is an internal model parameter that can be derived from the following expression: 𝑓̅ = 𝑘 − 𝑘 𝑢 . (11)

The expressions of the history variable for the loading and unloading cases can be obtained, 
respectively, from the following expressions: 

𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑓̅ − 𝑓𝑘 − 𝑘 , (12)𝑢 = 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑓̅ − 𝑓𝑘 − 𝑘 . (13)

With the above set of expressions, hysteresis loops limited by two parallel straight lines, as the 
one shown in Fig. 3, can be conveniently simulated by computing the generalized force, during 
the loading phase, as: 
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𝑓 = 𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 , 𝑢 ,𝑢 ,𝑐 𝑢 , 𝑢 ,  ∞ , (14)

and, during the unloading phase, as: 

𝑓 = 𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 , 𝑢 ,𝑢 ,𝑐 𝑢 , −∞,   𝑢 . (15)

 
Fig. 3. Typical hysteresis loop limited by two parallel straight lines obtained from BM 

3.2.2. Exponential model 

The generalized tangent stiffness functions of the EM are given by the following set of 
expressions: 𝑘 𝑢 = −2𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑒 + 𝑒  ,      −∞,∞ , (16)𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 + 𝑘 − 𝑘 𝑒 , 𝑢 − 2𝑢 ,𝑢 ,𝑘 , ]𝑢 ,∞ ,  (17)

𝑘 𝑢,𝑢 = 𝑘 + 𝑘 − 𝑘 𝑒 , 𝑢 ,𝑢 + 2𝑢 ,𝑘 , −∞,𝑢 [.  (18)

The four model parameters that need to be calibrated from the experimental tests are 𝑘 , 𝑘 , 𝛼, and 𝛽, with 𝑘  > 𝑘 , 𝑘  > 0, 𝑢  > 0, 𝛼 > 0, and 𝛽 a real number.  
The expressions for upper 𝑐  and lower 𝑐  limiting curves are as follows: 𝑐 𝑢 = −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑓̅, (19)𝑐 𝑢 = −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑓̅. (20)

The generic loading 𝑐  and unloading 𝑐  curves are represented by:  

𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 = −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑘 − 𝑘𝛼 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑓̅, (21)𝑐 𝑢,𝑢 = −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑘 − 𝑘𝛼 𝑒 − 𝑒 − 𝑓̅. (22)

The internal model parameter is given by: 

𝑓̅ = 𝑘 − 𝑘2𝛼 1 − 𝑒 . (23)
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Finally, the history variable expressions for the loading and unloading cases are, respectively, 
as follows: 𝑢 = 𝑢 + 2𝑢      + 1𝛼 ln + 𝛼𝑘 − 𝑘 −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 + 𝑘 − 𝑘𝛼 𝑒 + 𝑓 − 𝑓 , (24)𝑢 = 𝑢 − 2𝑢      − 1𝛼 ln − 𝛼𝑘 − 𝑘 −2𝛽𝑢 + 𝑒 − 𝑒 + 𝑘 𝑢 − 𝑘 − 𝑘𝛼 𝑒 − 𝑓 − 𝑓 . (25)

The EM can effectively simulate the hysteretic behaviour of mechanical systems with 
hysteretic loops limited by two parallel straight lines or curves. The size and shape of the hysteresis 
loops, reproduced by using Eqs. (14-15), are highly influenced by the four model parameters. A 
typical hysteresis loop limited by two parallel straight lines, simulated from EM for 𝛽 = 0, is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Typical hysteresis loop limited by two parallel curves obtained from EM 

4. Calibration of models and comparison with experimental results 

The model parameters are identified using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm 
[32, 39]. As other identification procedures available in the literature [39], this evolutionary 
computation technique has been proved to be efficient in parameter identification of hysteresis 
models [40]. In the algorithm, the model parameters are initialized randomly within certain 
boundaries, which are then modified to reach the optimum solution by iterations. The algorithm 
allows one to find the best solution by also taking into account the interaction of each parameter 
with the other ones. The Root-Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the restoring force from the 
experimental results and the one simulated by the model under consideration is selected as 
objective Function F, which is given by: 𝐹 = 𝑓 − 𝑓 , (26)

where 𝑓  is the experimental value of the restoring force of RR-FRB, whereas 𝑓  is the restoring 
force calculated according to the hysteresis model.  

The following PSO parameters are used to avoid premature convergence of the solution in the 
local optimum points: 

– population size: 100,  
– number of iterations: 500,  
– accelerations factors: 𝑐 = 𝑐 = 2,  
– maximum and minimum inertia weights: 𝑤 = 0.9 and 𝑤 = 0.4. 
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The experimental hysteresis loops corresponding to the displacement of 35 mm are considered 
for the calibration of model parameters. The hysteresis loops obtained for bigger displacement 
values are not taken into consideration since they are characterized by a negative tangent stiffness 
and, consequently, are related to an unstable behaviour of RR-FRBs.  

At each iteration, the algorithm runs the particular hysteresis model under consideration with 
a randomly selected values of model parameters and calculates the objective function. At 
successive iterations, the model parameters that better represents the experimental behaviour of 
RR-FRM will be obtained with the reduction in the objective function.   

The parameters of the BWM, BM, and EM, that allow one to represent the hysteretic behaviour 
of the tested RR-FRB, are listed in Table 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The comparison of hysteresis 
loops is shown in Fig. 5. It can be clearly seen that the BWM and EM represent accurately the 
behaviour of the bearing. The comparison of results is given in Table 4. However, there exists 
significant difference in terms of computational effort between the two models.  

Table 1. BWM parameters 𝑘 (N/m) 𝑎 𝑑 (m) 𝐴 𝑏 𝑐 𝑛 
150000.00 0.2667 0.01 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 

Table 2. BM parameters 𝑘  (N/m) 𝑘  (N/m) 𝑢  (m) 
255840.98 39597.39 0.0052 

Table 3. EM parameters 𝑘  (N/m) 𝑘  (N/m) 𝛼 (1/m) 𝛽 (N/m) 
255840.98 39597.39 96.89 0.00 

 
Fig. 5. Calibration of hysteretic models on the basis of the experimental results 

The models programmed in MATLAB were run in a computer with an Intel®Core™ i5-5200U 
processor and 2.20 GHz CPU with 8.00 GB RAM. The computational time of BWM is 17.23 s, 
whereas the EM requires only 0.04 s, namely the 0.2 % of the BWM computational time. In 
addition to the reduced run time, the smaller number of the EM parameters and their physical 
significance helps in making the calibration process much easier. On the other hand, the 
computational time of the BM is only 0.002 s, but the representation of hysteresis loops with 
smooth curves is not possible with this model being less accurate than BM and BWM. Despite 
this disadvantage, BM can be conveniently used for applications with preliminary simplified 
modelling of bearings to reduce the computational effort of the analyses. 

5. Nonlinear time history analyses 

The calibration of the adopted hysteretic models, illustrated in Section 4, clearly indicates that 
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both the BWM and the EM can effectively represent the behaviour of RR-FRBs. In this section, 
the main results of some nonlinear time history analyses are presented to demonstrate the accuracy 
and the computational features of the different models when employed in the response analyses 
of base-isolated structures with RR-FRBs. 

Table 4. Comparison of experimental and numerical results 
Model Restoring force [N] 

Max % Error Min % Error 
Experimental 2515.50 – 2488.60 – 

BWM 2498.80 –0.66 2498.80 +0.41 
BM 2510.40 –0.20 2510.40 +0.87 
EM 2499.30 –0.64 2499.30 +0.43 

A rigid block of mass 1000 kg, resting on two RR-FRBs, is considered in the analyses. The 
base-isolated rigid block is shown in Fig. 6. The system is excited by imposing the Northridge 
acceleration time history record, shown in Fig. 7, and the equation of motion of the base-isolated 
structure is numerically solved using the central difference method with a time step of 0.005 s. 
Such a time integration method represents one of the most efficient methods available in the 
literature [41, 42]. 

rigid block

RR-FRB

shaking table

direction of motion  
Fig. 6. Base-isolated rigid block with RR-FRBs 

 
Fig. 7. Ground acceleration time history of Northridge earthquake 
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accelerations (𝑢) obtained by adopting the BWM and the EM are almost equal. On the contrary, 
the BM underestimates the peak displacement and velocity values and overestimates the peak 
acceleration values. The computational effort of the models is compared in terms of total 
computational time (tct) and normalized total computational time (tctp) that provide the most 
relevant measure of the advantage of the BM and EM compared to BWM. Specifically, a 
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significant reduction in the run time is observed in both BM (0.70 % of BWM) and EM (0.25 % 
of BWM), compared to BWM.  

Table 5. Nonlinear time history analyses results – Northridge Earthquake 
Model tct (s) tctp 𝑢 (m) 𝑢 (m/s) 𝑢 (m/s2) 

   max min max min max min 
BWM 115.763 – 0.018 –0.013 0.247 –0.286 5.368 –6.581 
BM 0.809 0.70 % 0.017 –0.010 0.235 –0.209 6.834 –6.427 
EM 0.286 0.25 % 0.018 –0.013 0.245 –0.284 5.314 –6.628 

The displacement, velocity, and acceleration time histories of the rigid block obtained by using 
different models are shown in Figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c), respectively. Comparing the displacement 
time histories of the phenomenological models, the ones related to EM and BWM show a good 
agreement.  

The restoring force-displacement hysteresis loops of the left RR-FRB are shown in Fig. 8(d). 
Restoring force estimated from EM and BWM are in very good agreement throughout the time 
history, whose peak value is also well approximated by BM with an error of 2.20%. The curve 
shape obtained from the BM clearly remarks loss of accuracy in predicting a softer transition 
between linear and nonlinear range. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

c) d) 
Fig. 8. Comparison of rigid block: a) displacement time history, b) velocity time history, c) acceleration 

time history, and d) left RR-FRB force-displacement loops obtained for the Northridge earthquake 

In addition, the pattern of response time histories of rigid block, obtained by BM, considerably 
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from BWM in the initial stage of excitation, namely during the first 9 seconds, as shown in Fig. 9, 
the results are highly inconsistent after 10 s where a larger displacement is observed from BM. 
The same trend is also observed in the velocity and acceleration time histories of the rigid block. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 9. Comparison of rigid block relative response at initial excitation: a) displacement time history,  
b) velocity time history, and c) acceleration time history obtained for the Northridge earthquake 

In order to check the accuracy of the hysteresis models in simulating the rigid block response 
at larger displacements, nonlinear time history analyses are also carried out by imposing the 
Northridge earthquake acceleration time history record amplified by a factor of 1.50; the related 
analysis results are listed in Table 6.  

Table 6. Nonlinear time history analyses results – Amplified Northridge Earthquake 
Model tct (s) tctp 𝑢 (m) 𝑢 (m/s) 𝑢 (m/s2) 

   max min max min max min 
BWM 139.968 – 0.0387 –0.0217 0.3456 –0.3625 8.2673 –9.6678 
BM 0.989 0.71 % 0.0221 –0.0143 0.2326 –0.2417 7.7861 –6.8543 
EM 0.298 0.21 % 0.0392 –0.0219 0.3495 –0.3668 8.3435 –9.6536 

The normalized total computational times of BM and EM are still significantly smaller, 
highlighting the advantage of the class of phenomenological models in terms of computational 
efficiency.  

The maximum and minimum values of rigid block relative displacements, velocities, and 
accelerations obtained by adopting EM are in good agreement with the results obtained by BWM. 
In case of BM, it underestimates the peak displacement, velocity, and acceleration of rigid block 
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in comparison with the values estimated from BWM, with a variation of 42.90 %, 32.70 %, and 
5.50 %, respectively. This shows the disadvantages associated with BM in simulating the response 
at larger displacements, typically providing higher stiffness and damping than smoother transition 
models. 

The corresponding response time histories and the restoring force-displacement hysteresis 
loops are shown in Fig. 10. The hysteresis loops estimated from BWM and EM closely match 
with each other, whereas the loops obtained from BM are far inconsistent from that of BWM. The 
maximum restoring force estimated by BM is 24.30 % smaller than the value estimated by BWM, 
whereas the discrepancy in case of EM is only 0.70 %.  

The displacement, velocity, and acceleration time histories of BWM and EM are in good 
agreement throughout the length of the record. Specifically, the maximum absolute value of the 
percentage errors, evaluated as the difference between the peak values, in terms of displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration, computed by the EM and the BWM, divided by the peak value given 
by the BWM and multiplied by 100, is smaller than 1.3 %.  

On the contrary, the results obtained by adopting BM differs considerably. The difference can 
be observed even in the initial stage of excitation, unlike the previous results without amplification 
of ground acceleration. The reduced peak displacement, velocity, and acceleration estimated from 
BM, at the initial excitation stage, can be seen from Figs. 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c), respectively. 
This clearly specifies the inefficacy of BM in simulating the nonlinear responses. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of rigid block: a) displacement time history, b) velocity time history,  
c) acceleration time history, and d) left RR-FRB force-displacement loops obtained  

for the amplified Northridge earthquake 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 11. Comparison of rigid block relative response at initial excitation: a) displacement time history,  
b) velocity time history, and c) acceleration time history obtained for the amplified Northridge earthquake 

6. Conclusions 

A preliminary comparative study on the use of a class of uniaxial phenomenological models 
(Bilinear model and Exponential model) and of the Bouc-Wen model has been carried out. In 
particular, the accuracy and the computational properties of such models have been assessed when 
they are employed to predict the experimental nonlinear restoring force displayed by recycled-
rubber fibre-reinforced bearings.  

The comparisons show that the exponential model is capable of reproducing experimental 
hysteresis shapes as done by the Bouc-Wen model, with the advantage of requiring a significantly 
reduced computational effort.  

Nonlinear time history analyses have been carried out to identify the overall accuracy and 
computational features of the models. The hysteresis curves and response time histories of the 
exponential model are found to be in very good agreement with that of Bouc-Wen model. 
Considering the advantage of reduced run time of the exponential model (0.25% of BWM), it 
represents a very convenient option for the nonlinear time history analyses of base-isolated 
structures with RR-FRBs. 
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